Abstract. We initiate a competitive analysis of packet forwarding policies for maximum and average flow in a line network. We show that the policies Earliest Arrival and Furthest-To-Go are scalable, but not constant competitive, for maximum flow. We show that there is no constant competitive algorithm for average flow.
Introduction
The Internet Protocol (IP) layer of the TCP/IP suite is responsible for transporting (essentially fixed-sized) datagrams/packets from a source host, through intermediate routers, to a destination host specified by an IP address. The utilization of any imaginable economically-sustainable network will be sufficiently high so that routers will usually have a backlog of packets waiting to be forwarded. Thus routers need a policy that specifies which packets to forward first in the event of a backlog. Ideally the goal of this forwarding policy should be to provide the best possible quality of service (QoS) to the application layer clients, although this is a problematic goal as one consequence of the layering/encapsulation principle of the protocol suite design is that the overlying applications are generally hidden from the IP layer. Thus, a reasonable fallback goal for this forwarding policy would be to provide good QoS to the packets.
The most natural QoS measure for an individual packet j is the response/flow time C j − r j , the duration of time between the time r j when the packet j is injected into the IP layer at the source host, until the time C j when the packet j is ejected from the IP layer at the destination host. The most natural QoS measure for a collection of packets is then to take a p-norm, for p ∈ [1, ∞], of the flow time of individual packets. The ∞-norm, or maximum flow time, is usually the most mathematically tractable norm, and is the second most commonly considered norm in the systems literature. The 1-norm, or average flow time, is usually the second most mathematically tractable norm, and is the most commonly considered norm in the systems literature.
The goal of the research we report on in this paper is to initiate a competitive analysis of packet forwarding policies for these natural QoS measures. In this paper, we generally assume that the network topology is a line. Even for this simplest of topologies, we find the subtlety of the algorithm analysis and design process to be surprising.
There are three natural packet forwarding policies that play a central role in our findings:
Furthest-To-Go (FTG): The FTG policy always forwards a packet with the most hops left to go. It is not too difficult to see that FTG minimizes the makespan, the time that the last packet is delivered. We actually show in Section 5 the stronger statement that for every router i and for every time t, FTG has forwarded the maximum number of packets possible over router i by time t. Intuitively, this implies that FTG maximizes the amount of parallel processing possible in the network. Earliest Arrival (EA): The EA policy always forwards the packet that was first injected into the network layer. For a one-edge network, it is wellknown and obvious that the policy EA is optimal for maximum flow. For general line networks, it is obvious that EA is not optimal for maximum flow because there are situations where the optimal algorithm needs to forward a younger further-to-go packet. Earliest Arrival is also known in the literature as Longest-In-System. Shortest-To-Go (STG): Shortest-To-Go always forwards the packet that is the fewest number of hops from its destination router. We show in Lemma 11 that STG achieves optimal average flow time if all packets are injected into the system at the same time. We recently learned that the same result was proven independently by Kowalski et al. and will appear in [1] . Shortest-To-Go is also known in the literature as Nearest-To-Go.
In this paper, we report on the progress that we made beyond these initial observations. Namely, we show that:
Maximum Flow on a Line: Our initial conjecture was that EA is O(1)-competitive.
-In Section 3 we show that in fact EA is not O(1)-competitive. The lower bound instance results from a rather intricate recursive construction that increases the age of a packet by a fixed amount on each recursion. Intuitively, this shows that a competitive algorithm must take into account the path lengths of the packets. We then conclude by stating the two open problems "discovered" by this research that we find appealing.
Related Work
Previous work on routing algorithms under the adversarial model has, to the best of our knowledge, revolved around two distinct models. In the first one, stability is studied, i.e., whether the number of packets in the system will remain bounded as the system runs for an arbitrarily long period of time. In general this depends on the protocol studied, on the size and topology of the network and on the maximum rate at which the adversary is allowed to inject packets into the network. We refer to [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] for some representative papers under this model. In the second model, a subset of the packets has to be dropped, due to some restriction. For example, there might be a limit in the size of the buffer, a maximum delay (per packet) allowed by the system, or packets may come with a deadline. The objective is to maximize a function of the transmitted packets, for instance their number, size, or (weighted) value. Work in this model has mostly employed competitive analysis, see [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The problem has also been studied when the routers have shared but limited memory [26] . Our work significantly differs from both these models, since (1) instead of considering the stability of a network, we use competitive analysis with respect to specific objective functions, and (2) in our model every single packet has to be transmitted to its destination.
We would like to point out that [22] also studies the Furthest-To-Go algorithm on line networks, but with fixed-size buffers under the objective of maximizing the throughput. They show that for this model on a line of length k every greedy algorithm (including Furthest-To-Go) has a competitive ratio of O(k), and also give a matching lower bound of Ω(k) on the competitive factor of Furthest-ToGo. Also, Angelov et al. [19] as well as Azar and Zachut [18] , give centralized online algorithms with a polylogarithmic competitive ratio for the problem of maximizing throughput on the line. The special case of information gathering, where all packets have a common destination, was studied on the line by Rosén and Scalosub [25] .
Preliminaries and Notation
We begin by introducing a formal model for the problems we consider and some notation. In the problems we consider there are k routers labeled 1 through k on a line network. The routers are ordered in increasing order on the line from left to right. Over time n packets arrive. We say that a packet j arrives at time r j . We assume arrival times are integral. Each packet is associated with a path P j . The path P j consists of a set of routers that packet j must be processed on to be completed. This corresponds to sending a packet from its source to its destination. Since we are considering a line network, P j will consist of a set of adjacent routers on the line. A router can process one packet at each time unit, which corresponds to sending this packet to the router to the right of this router on the line. A packet can only be processed if it is on a router and a packet j starts at the leftmost router in P j . Note that a packet must be processed by every router in P j and therefore |P j | is a lower bound on the amount of time a packet requires to be sent to its destination.
We will consider two different objective functions, namely total (average) flow time and maximum flow time. For some schedule, let C j denote the time packet j is finished being processed. The flow time of j is C j − r j . For total flow time we are interested in minimizing j∈[n] (C j − r j ) and for maximum flow time we are interested in minimizing max j∈[n] {C j − r j }. We will be considering algorithms that possibly use resource augmentation. If an algorithm is given s + 1/c speed the algorithm is allowed to send s packets every time step at a particular router and an additional packet every c time steps. Here s and c will be assumed to be integral. Note that we assume packets are sent only at discrete time steps. Therefore, a packet can only move one router in a time step.
We will compare our algorithms against a fixed optimal solution for a given objective and problem instance. We denote the optimal solution as OPT. For an algorithm A, we let Q A (t) be the packets alive at time t and Q A i (t) as the packets available for processing on router i at time t. We let p A i (t) denote the number of packets processed on router i by time t for A and, likewise, p O i (t) for OPT. For a packet j and a fixed algorithm, which will be clear by the context, P j (t) is the remaining routers j needs to use to be completed at time t and d j (i, t) is the distance of packet j to router i. Note that P j (r j ) = P j . The value of n A i (t , t) denotes the number of packets released by time t that still need to use router i at time t for A and n A i (t )is short for n A i (t , t ). Note that the packets that contribute to n A i (t , t) do not necessarily have to be in Q A i (t). Let A j be the total flow time for packet j for A and OPT j be total flow time for packet j in the optimal schedule.
For an input I, let A(I) and OPT(I) denote the final objective value for running I on A and OPT respectively. We may use A and OPT to denote the objective when I is clear from context. Finally, we say an algorithm A is s-speed c-competitive if
A(I)
Some proofs are ommitted due to space constraints.
Lower Bound for Earliest Arrival for Maximum Flow
We show that the EA policy is not constant competitive for maximum flow.
Theorem 1.
There exists an n 0 so that for each integer L > n 0 , there exists an instance I with OP T (I) = Θ(L) and
OP T (I) ≥ OP T (I). Furthermore, there exist instances I n,k with n packets and k routers so that
, and
Let K and C be sufficiently large even integers such that C < K/2 − 3. Set an input with C · 
. We have the following observation.
Note 2. The set of stream-routers and the set of gap-routers are disjoint. Further, for any two stream-or gap-routers i 1 , i 2 with i 1 < i 2 , the packets on router i 1 are released earlier than the packets for i 2 .
We now compare the performance of the optimal schedule to EA for minimizing maximum flow time.
Lemma 3. The maximum flow time for the optimal schedule is at most K + C for the given instance.
Lemma 4. EA has total flow time of at least (C + 1) · K 2 on the given instance.
We can finally prove Theorem 1.
Proof. By setting C = K 2 − 4, we have that on the above instance, OP T = Θ(K), EA = Θ(K 2 ), and again, the number of routers is k = Θ(K 2 ) and the number of packets n = Ω(k 3 ). This proves the theorem.
Analysis of EA for Maximum Flow
We show that EA is scalable for maximum flow.
Theorem 5. EA is (1 + ε)-speed 4/ε-competitive for any ε > 0.
We first prove a useful fact for the algorithm Earliest Arrival First. This fact is useful because it will give us an upper bound on how long it takes at time t for a packet j to be completed assuming no more packets arrive. We know that |P j (t)| is the remaining path length for packet j and we know packet j will need to wait at least this long to be completed. Further, n A i (r j , t) is the total number of packets with strictly higher priority than j that need to use router i. Thus, j may have to wait on all these packets and therefore j may need to wait max i∈Pj (t) {n A i (r j , t)} time. Intuitively, we would like to show that in fact j waits at most |P j (t)| + max i∈Pj (t) {n A i (r j , t)} time to be completed assuming no more packets arrive. To do this, we would like to show that |P j (t)| + max i∈Pj (t) {n A i (r j , t)} decreases each time step. Knowing that if this expression reaches 0 then j has reached its destination (|P j (t)| = 0), this would show that j waits at most this much time. We will not be able to show this directly, but rather will show a slightly more involved expression decreases in a similar manner. Fix an input I. Lemma 6. Let A be any algorithm (possibly with speedup). Let j be any packet alive at time t and suppose A processes the min{s, Q A i (t)} packets with earliest release time on each router i at time t. Then for any constant c ≥ s
We can now prove Theorem 5.
Proof. Assume the theorem is false for a contradiction. Let t be the earliest time such that there is some packet j with flow time greater than 4 ε OPT so that t − r j > 4 ε OPT. By Lemma 6, max i∈Pj (t) {n A i (r j , t) − 2d j (i, t)} + 2|P j (t)| decreases by 1 every time step except for every 1/ε time steps where it decreases by 2. Further, it does not reach 0 until j's completion. Therefore,
Let i be a router in P j that maximizes the value n A i (r j ). As |P j | ≤ OPT and OPT ≥ 1, we have
Packet j is the first packet with flow greater than a contradiction based on our assumption that the theorem is false.
Analysis of FTG for Maximum Flow
We show that FTG is scalable for maximum flow.
Theorem 7. FTG is (1 + ε)-speed 3/ε-competitive for any ε > 0.
We begin by proving a fact for the algorithm FTG that will prove useful later and is interesting in its own right. Fix an input I. The following lemma essentially states that this algorithm gets the maximum amount of 'parallelism' possible by showing that for this algorithm at any point in time each router will have processed the most number of packets possible.
Lemma 8. Let A be any algorithm (possibly with speedup) for which each router i processes a packet with furthest final destination at least once every time step if any are available. We have p
at all routers i and times t. In order to prove Theorem 7, we need to formalize how efficiently routers are processing packets with extra speed. We say router i fully processes a set J of packets at time t if router i processes as many packets from J at time t as the speedup allows. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Run FTG with speed 1+ε on input I. Let j be a packet and let i ∈ P j . Let t be any time step strictly before router i processes packet j. If t ≥ r j + d j (i, r j ) + 1, then router i processes at least one packet at time t with destination at least as far as packet j's. Further, if t ≥ r j + (d j (i, r j ) + 1)/ε, then router i fully processes packets with destination at least as far as j's at time t.
We may now prove Theorem 7.
Proof. Assume the theorem is false for a contradiction. Let OPT be the maximum flow in the optimal schedule. Run FTG with speed 1 + ε and let t be the earliest time such that there is some packet j with flow time greater than 3 ε OPT. Let i be the router upon which j is queued (or being processed) at time t. Let t 0 be the earliest time such that FTG always processes at least one packet every step of the interval [t 0 , t). Let J be the set of packets processed by i during the interval [t 0 , t).
Each packet arrives at most distance OPT − 1 from its destination. Therefore, every packet in J arrives no earlier than t 0 − OPT. Otherwise, Lemma 9 implies router i processes a packet at time t 0 − 1. Further, every packet in J is released strictly before time t and completed by the optimal algorithm by time t + OPT. Therefore, the optimal algorithm spends strictly less than t − t 0 + 2OPT time steps processing all packets in J on router i.
By assumption, t > r j +
Therefore, router i has fully processed packets over 2 ε OPT consecutive time steps by Lemma 9. Over this time period, there are at least 2OPT time steps where i processes 2 packets instead of 1. As i processes at least one packet every time step since t 0 , we have |J| ≥ t − t 0 + 2OPT. The optimal algorithm spends strictly less than |J| time steps to process every packet in J on router i, a contradiction.
Average Flow on a Line
We now show that there is no constant competitive algorithm for average flow on a line. Theorem 10. Any randomized algorithm for packet routing on a line is Ω(k) competitive for average flow in the oblivious adversary model. Proof. We prove the theorem for any deterministic algorithm. The proof can be easily generalized to randomized algorithms. Let A be any deterministic algorithm for packet routing on a line. Consider the following input. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k/2}, we have k short packets arrive at time 0 with source i and destination i. In addition, k long packets arrive at time 0 with source 1 and destination k. The rest of the input is determined by A's behavior.
Suppose A processes fewer than k/4 packets on router k/2 at time k. Then there are at least 3k/4 long packets that still need processing on router k/2. Assume they all wait at router k/2. At each time step from 2k − 1 to some sufficiently large T , a packet arrives with source k and destination k. Algorithm A will still have k/4 long packets remaining at time 2k − 1, so it will always have k/4 packets alive with destination k and total flow time Ω(kT ). However, consider FTG which finishes all long packets by time 2k − 1 and has only one packet pending at each time step after 3k − 1. The optimal total flow time is O(T ), and the competitive ratio of A is Ω(k). Now, suppose A processes at least k/4 packets on router k/2 at time k. Then each router i ∈ {1, . . . , k/2} has at least k/4 short packets remaining, for a total of k 2 /8 short packets remaining. For each time step from k to some sufficiently large T and for each router i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a packet with source i and destination i arrives (so k packets in total arrive at each time step). Algorithm A has at least k 2 /8 + k packets alive at each time step, so it has total flow time Ω(k 2 T ). However, consider the algorithm that always schedules a packet with nearest destination. This algorithm finishes all the short packets by time k, so it has 2k packets remaining at each time step after k. The optimal flow time is O(kT ), and the competitive ratio of A is Ω(k).
We show that STG achieves optimal average flow time if all packets are injected into the system at the same time.
Lemma 11. STG is optimal for the objective of average flow if all packets are released at time 0.
Maximum Flow on Trees
We briefly explore extending our ideas to work with networks of routers that do not necessarily lie on a directed line. It turns out the problem of minimizing maximum flow time becomes much more difficult in this setting, unless we allow routers some way to communicate with one another.
To make the idea of communication concrete, define a local algorithm to be one where each router i processes packets based only on the existence of the packets currently queued at router i, their arrival times, and their distance to their destination. Define a router network as a directed graph G = ({1, . . . , m}, E) with arbitrary edge set. An input for a router network G can only move a packet from router i 1 to router i 2 in one processing step if i 1 i 2 is an edge in G. A tree network is a router network where the undirected edges form a spanning tree. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 12. No deterministic local algorithm for packet routing on a tree network is s-speed c-competitive for any constants s and c.
Proof. Fix a deterministic local algorithm A and let k be a sufficiently large integer multiple of s. We define a tree network and associated input for every L ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} recursively as follows. The construction is based on identifying routers of one or more paths of length k, where the routers within a single path are indexed 1 through k. We maintain the invariant that algorithm A queues a packet on the L + 1st router of some path P in network L at time kL/s when L < k, and A completes a packet at time kL/s when L = k. If L < k, then we refer to the router mentioned in the invariant as a shared router.
For L = 0, we use one path P of length k. At time 0, we have 1 packet arrive with a source of the first router in P and a destination of the kth router in P . The invariant trivially holds.
For L > 0, we create k copies of network L − 1 and its associated input. As A is deterministic and local, we know which path P maintains the invariant for L − 1 in each of these copies. Identify the k shared routers that are guaranteed by the invariant. It takes k/s time steps for A to process the k packets on the now common shared router, so either the L + 1st router in some path receives a packet at time kL/s or A completes a packet at time kL/s.
We see immediately that the maximum flow time for A in network k is k 2 /s. However, an optimal schedule will always give precedence to the one packet at each router that will later need processing on a shared router as described above. There are never more than k packets that need to use a single router, and all but one will will not go to another shared router, so that optimal maximum flow time is 2k − 1 for a competitive ratio of Ω( 
Conclusions
We initially found it surprising that there was no prior literature on the packet forwarding problems considered in this paper as they seem quite natural. Part of the explanation may be that even for a line network, the problems are surprisingly challenging. The two most natural open problems "discovered" by our research are:
-Is there an O(1)-competitive algorithm for maximum flow on a line? The authors are in disagreement amongst themselves about which answer is most likely, and there is a modest wager on the outcome. As evidence that there might be an ω(1) lower bound, even finding a reasonable candidate policy seems challenging. We are able to show that all of the following policies are not O(1)-competitive:
• c-EA/FTG -Forward using EA every c steps, and FTG the rest of the time, where c > 0 is any constant.
• c-OPT/FTG Threshold -If we know OPT, the value of the optimal solution, forward the furthest-to-go packet that has age at least c · OPT, otherwise send the furthest-to-go packet, where c > 0 is any constant. • as processor-sharing is for one processor [27] . Also running STG and FTG simultaneously is another obvious candidate algorithm. The main issue with the analysis is that neither the standard potential function approach [28] nor the standard application of linear programming duality seem to work.
